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Portrait of Jennifer, oil on canvas, 20x16 inches
Acrobats, pen and ink drawing with sepia wash, 7x4-1/4 inches

Logo design for Hydra Press, NYC
Self-portrait, "Nothing Lasts Forever," 23x16-1/2 inches
Dean, charcoal drawing 42x29-1/2 inches
Plow, pen and brown ink drawing, 6-1/4x6-1/4 inches
Regatta No. 3, oil on canvas, 70x64 inches
Horizon, oil on canvas, 72x64 inches
An Imaginary Portrait of Claude Lorrain, monotype, 13x9 inches
Homage to Claude, from a portfolio of thirty monotypes after the drawings of Claude Lorrain, 9-1/4 x 12-1/2 inches
Friendsville With, oil on paper, 40x28 inches

Friendsville Without, oil on paper, 40x28 inches

DAVID SHAPIRO
Mr. Roger Cook, oil on linen, 48x40 inches
My Boy, Sleeping, conte, 19x26 inches

LINDA SOKOLOWSKI
*Mirrored Bridge*, oil wash and conte on paper, 45x45 inches
Window with arrow, wood, 31x18 inches

JIM STARK
Window with line and rock, wood, iron, hemp and rock, 28-1/2x24 inches
preliminary layouts
Sculpture studio and home complex: cut away architectural model 1/2''=1:0; wood, foam core, natural forms, NE view, 5'2"Wx7'9"Lx2'9"H (O.A.) Design and built by Ed Wilson.

ED WILSON
Sculpture Studio Construction: Designer and general contractor: Ed Wilson
Builders: Roger Cook, Randy Mallory, Mr. Kelly
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